
1971 by Burton Janis, George Lowe, Mike Lowe, and Leigh Ortenburger, which had been previ- 
ously climbed by Peter Gessner, Michl Steinbeis, Alfred Koch, and Helmut Schmidt in July 1966. 
This forgotten and ignored German first ascent, possibly the third to the summit of Artesonraju, 
was reported in the AAJ 1967, p. 388; the final part being climbed by Ammons and Kelemen. 

Huandoy Sur, Oro del Inca, correction. The route that Slovenian Pavle Kozjek climbed in August 
1995 and reported as new, calling it Oro del Inca (Inca Gold) (AAJ 1996, p. 215, and AAJ 2002, 
p. 301), had been ascended unroped by Albi Sole and Greg Spohr in June 1979 and repeated by 
Mary ~brego ,  Javier Muru, and Gerardo Plaza in May 1980. The only new ground covered by 
Kozjek is a variation that avoids the initial horizontal rock barrier, via climbing at the far right 
side, and connects with the 1979 Canadian route. Therefore, the phrase in the final paragraph 
of Kozjek's 2002 note, "my fifth new route on big walls of the Cordillera Blanca" is incorrect. 
Likewise, it is important to clarify that the route descended by Kozjek (indicated in the photo 
in the AAJ 1996, p. 216) is not that ascended by Yves Astier. The French guide's ascent paralleled 
the Canadian route and led directly to the ice flute situated just to the left of the summit, that 
reaches a little further on the west ridge. 

Palcaraju Oeste, Tocllaraju Sur, correction. Eduardo Mondrag6n and Martin Waldhoer did not 
ascend Palcaraju Oeste (AAJ 2002, p. 301) but Tocllaraju Sur, a secondary summit that some 
publications erroneously call Palcaraju Oeste or "Palcaraju Norte of some 5,750m." The car- 
tography edited in 1939 by the German Alpine Society attributes an elevation of 5,670m to the 
summit in question, which is situated to the south of Tocllaraju, and shows a 5,550m pass that 
delimits the northwest ridge of 6,l 10m Palcaraju Oeste. 

Huamashraju, west face, correction. Slovenian Tomaz Zerovnik's name was misspelled as Toma 
Erovnik (AAJ 2002, p. 301). 

Churup, 496spa-smos, correction. The route completed in 1972 by North Americans Ronald 
Fear, William Lahr, and Richard Ridgeway and Dutch climber Michiel Malotoux is to the right 
(not the left) of the Malinche route climbed by Spanish climbers Juan A. de Lorenzo and 
Francisco J. Palacios in August 1982. Some publications have indicated the opposite, leading 
Peruvian guide Ricardo Hidalgo to incorrectly believe that he climbed between the routes and 
descended by the 1972 route (AAJ 2002, p. 302). 

ANTONIO G ~ M E Z  BOH~RQUEZ, Spain (translated by Christian Santelices) 

Jirishanca Chico, southeast face, Sweet Child of Mine. After we returned from the southeast face 
of Jirishanca Grande, realizing that we wouldn't have a chance to try again, I was nevertheless 
full of energy. The weather was still sunny, so I proposed to Rok Zalokar that we try the south- 
east face of Jirishanca Chico, by a direct line seen from base camp. We woke early and spent an 
hour walking over the moraine and an hour crossing the broken glacier, reaching the face 
around 6 a.m. The first 250m were easy, and we climbed unroped. At first we thought that we 
could climb the whole face unroped, but we were surprised. There were ten meters of difficult 
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mixed climbing and steep snow in 
the lower part. We hadn't expected 
such steep climbing and didn't 
take Friends or nuts, only four 
pitons, some slings, one snow 
blade, and three ice screws, which 
we used in the upper part. I led the 
first mixed pitch, which took us to 
a snow-and-ice gully. The average 
angle of the seven pitches we 
climbed was 65". We missed the 
gear lying in base camp, but it did- 
n't help to think about the gear. We 
didn't even think about the serac 
that overhung the gully. We took 
five hours from the base to the 
summit of this beautiful mountain. 

We had planned to descend Jirishanca Chico's southeast face. Azrnan's route ascends the shady 

by the west ridge, then the short 
couloir leading directly to the summit. Urban Azrnan 

part of south face to the glacier. This descent, however, turned out to be impossible, so I decid- 
ed to descend the north face. We were forced to downclimb the upper part, because we didn't 
have enough gear and could make only 30m abseils. After 180m the terrain become too diffi- 
cult, so we made four Abalakovs. We found a rocky ridge on the lower part of the face, which 
took us to the bottom. We shook hands smiling, said, "Thank you, God," and walked the long 
way over ridges back to base camp. We spent 14 hours on this unforgettable adventure. 

URBAN AZMAN, Slovenia 

Note: Although Azman reportsfinding no sign of previous passage on this route, which ascends the 
middle of three parallel couloirs dropping directly from the summit, it is unclear whether this route 
is new or the same as the 1984 Italian route on the face. If the route is new, Azman proposes the 
name Sweet Child of Mine-Ed. 

Jirishanca Norte to summit slopes. It is early July, and my climbing partner Iiiigo Mujica and 
I have just gotten off the south face of Chacraraju, after completing the Bouchard Route 
in 25 hours. On arrival at our base camp at Laguna Jahucocha we saw that the southwest face 
of Rondoy was impracticable, owing to loose snow and avalanches. Jirishanca, however, looked 
be in good condition. We knew that the north summit, or in any case this face, remained vir- 
gin. Establishing a route on the face motivated us to mount a fast, nonstop assault. 

At the same time the distance to the face was a problem. From the lake it appears to be 
nearby, but the serac barrier at its base forces one to make a huge detour. Faced with these logistics, 
we ferried loads and established a camp on the pass between the Ogre and Yerupajh Chico. Just 
before the pass we were faced with overhanging serac eight meters high, which Iiiigo climbed 
in impeccable style. Camp was in a truly impressive place, with the Yerupajh glacier on one side 
and the one issuing from Jirishanca on the other. We stayed at this camp an entire day, resting 




